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ORCID & Embargo
Options
Do students make the connection?
Kelley Rowan, Digital Archives Librarian,
Florida International University

WHY DO PEOPLE
THAT
EMBARGO
CHOOSE NOT TO
CREATE AN
ORCID?
(AND VICE-VERSA)

Methodology – 75%
response rate

ORCID &
EMBARGO

All Ph.D.

45% – already had an ORCID

21% – intend to publish

ORCID (33)
12% - publisher requested it & department
recommended it

6% - thought it was required, dept.
Recommended it, have heard some
publishers require it

68% – thought it was necessary for
publishing

16% – Dept. Encouraged them to
embargo

Embargo
12% - publisher requested it &
department recommended it

4% - unhappy with research, publisher
required it, may publish in the future,
don't want to share research

ORCID, BUT NO
EMBARGO
&
EMBARGO, BUT
NO ORCID

Why did you choose not to embargo?
46% want
research to be
freely available
to be cited

29% intend to
publish and want
their research
discoverable

65% had already
previously
published parts
of their work

10% found no
reason to
embargo

86% Ph.D.

I do not believe my
work in its present
form is a good
representation of my
research and do not
want it available (2%)

I intend to publish in
the future and
thought, or was
informed, that
embargoing was a
good idea (58%)

My dept. Informed
me that I must
embargo if I wish
to publish
someday (14%)

Unsure whether I
will publish, but
heard I should
embargo (4%)

I thought it was
required (9%)

Why did
you
choose to
embargo?

Why did you create an
ORCID
I already had one (43%)

Why did you choose not to
create an ORCID

I intend to publish and believe ORCID will
be helpful (21%)

Did not know what ORCID was (38%)

A publisher requested it (13%)

It wasn't required (33%)

I have heard some publisher require it
(8%)

I didn't notice the ORCID field in the
form (13%)

Someone in my dept. recommended it
(7%)

I didn't think it was important (9%)

I thought it was a good idea whether I
publish or not (4%)

I didn't have time (5%)

I thought it was required (2%)

 Ph.D.'s understand ORCID
 Departments are educating on embargo & ORCID

Summary

 Master's students not getting the same education on
these topics
 Continued growth of publishers/governments, grants,
and patents require ORCID

 My survey caused people to embargo
 Far more students are aware of ORCID
before submitting their research than
previously thought

Surprises

 Not having enough time to create an ORCID
 Missing the ORCID field
 Almost 40% don't know what ORCID is
 75% want to share their research

 How do we help Master's students?
 ORCID signage in library?
 Is it part of first year experience?
 We will likely not require ORCID

Issues that
can be
addressed

 Make ORCID field more visible
 Find a better way to share the brevity of signing up
for ORCID

 Have an ORCID sign up event each semester?
 Better education about open access for students
AND faculty
 Publisher negotiation?
 Citation benefits of OA

Questions?
Shawna Sadler, ORCID

Kelley Rowan, FIU

 Email: s.sadler@orcid.org

 Email: krowan@fiu.edu

Sheila Rabun, US ORCID Consortium Lead
(Lyrasis)
 Email: Sheila.Rabun@lyrasis.org

